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Propaganda And History

A very grave charge is made by Dr. Joshua S. Bloch,
scholarly chief of the Semites Division of the New York
Public Library, who, during the course of an analysis of
what Jews are doing to combat the falsification of their
history, says that they “seem to be satisfied to accept cheap
and generally unreliable publicity about themselves as au-

thoritative information.”
As a librarian, Dr. Bloch is familiar with the literature

that comes into his department. He observes that the Ger-
mans are sending “an amount much larger than the Jews;
themselves have ever, at any given time, appropriated for

the advancement) of their own learning among their own
people.” He adds that much of the material which now
passes for Jewish history is merely “propaganda” and that

this “is almost invariably injurious to the Jews both spirit-

ually and materially.” He points out that the building up

of an idealistic picture of the Jews through propaganda

carried on in a questionable manner is contrary to the spirit

of Jewish tradition and teachings. It is not only dishonest

but also dangerous to the good name of the Jew.”

One of the basic reasons sots this(state of affairs is the

adoption by most Jewish organizations of the Hollywood

manner of publicizing their activities and personnel. The

words colossal and magnificent are never spared, even

though less ambitious adjectives might be more accurate

and durable. The cause or the idea involved is usually

subordinated to the name of the individual. Often offices

in Jewish organizations are sought because of the personal

prestige they can enhance rather than because of the med-

ium of modest service they provide. The competition for

“a place in the sun” produces not merely the distorted pic-

ture of Jewish history against which Dr. OC?J complains

but it results in the dislocation of Jewish life itself. Fre-

quently, when organizations working in similar fields could

be brought together when differences
is never achieved because leaders must talk to the g

stand instead of to each other. It "OU
T, agencies

that this situation obtains universally. There are agencies

which are both effective and unspectacular in the presen

tation of their work.
, ,

.

That of course, is but one aspect of the problem. An-

other arises out of the curious notion that some Jews ave

as to what is proper for Jews to say ab °u*
;«

m ust
cordimr to Dr Bloch, the historian of Jew sh life must

offer t full and accurate picture of

it mav contain features that are not likeable and, therefore,

do not Take pleasant reading.” A number of Jewsh or-

ganizations devote themselves to the idealization of t

Jew, on the basis that he has captured all the angelic vir-

tues. That type of effort merely makes easier the_task of

the anti-Semite, who can flourish only in a world of un-

lealisim
rc Jewish organization in America today

which is the custodian of current Jewish history.

a law unto itself. Perhaps Dr. Bloch’s article in the Jonr

nal of Jewish Bibliography might shock some of them to

revise their methods.
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BETWEEN YOU
AND ME

* BY PAUL A. PETERS

EYES ON PALESTINE: When
these lines are printed, Palestine
and Syria may be front-page
news . . .- The strategic position
of Palestine will by that time
have become more evident to the
average reader in the United
States .... The defense of Pal-
estine and Syria is now occupying
the attention not only of London,
but also of Washington and Mos-
cow! ...

- It will be one of the
subjects which Willkie will discuss
with Stalin and with British gen-
erals in the Middle East . . .

-

In the meantime, A1 Joison’s en-
tertainment trek overseas is plan-
ning to wind up in Palestine .

.
.

-

The six Jewish soldiers from Pal-
estine who arrived in New York
on a British military mission last
week were prohibited from talk-
ing to the press ...

- A collective
Interview arranged by the Hadas-
sah headquarters had to be can-
celled at the last minute by order
of the censor’s office ...

- No '

objection was raised, however, to
a luncheon tendered the six in a
New York hotel by a Zionist
group ...

- The affair was not
open to the press; ...

- The mis-
sion on which the six Palestinian
Jewish soldiers have come to this
country has nothing to do with
Jewish affairs ...

- Nor has it
any connection whatsoever with
Palestine defense projects . . .

-

* * *

RUSSIA CALLING: We hear
that the executive committee of
the American Jewish Congress
has seriously considered the ques-
tion of the Jewish Anti-Fascist
Committee in Russia for 1,000
tanks and 500 bombers as a Jew-
ish gift for the Red Army . . .

-

We learn that the majority of the
executive, including Dr. Stephen
S. Wise, were for the American

Jewish Congress initiate a cam-
paign to secure the funds to pur-
chase this gift ...

- Furthermore,

it is understood that a number of
leading labor unions from both
the American Federation of La-
bor and the CIO, were ready to
cooperate with the Congress in
raising the funds ...

- A last
minute hitch, however, has pre-

vented the Congress from this un-
dertaking ...

- In the meantime,

it can be said that the desire of
leading Zionists in America to re-
spond to the call of the Jewish
committee in Russia is growing
with every week ...

- If it is
“kosher” for the Histadruth to
send $40,000 to aid the Russian
Army, it cannot be '‘treif” for
Zionists in America to do so, they
argue ...

- The role which Russia

is to play with regard to Pales-

tine at the forthcoming peace

conference is not underestimated

even by such Zionist leaders as

Dr. Weizmann, David Ben-Gurion
and Dr. Nahum Goldmann, all of
whom are now in the United
States . . .

-

* * *

RECORD O F TREACHERY:

The best book written so far on
the reasons for France’s fall in

the present war is Henry Torres’
volume “Campaign of Treachery”
published by Dodd, Mead & Co. .

.-

A good Frenchman and a good
Jew, Torres kept notes on Fifth

Column activities in France both

before and during the war . .
.

-

He now uses them in his book,

showing the remarkable extent of

German espionage and propagan-

da conducted in France by Nazi
agents and. by. French traitors
who were in the employ of Goeb-
bels and the Gestapo.
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Palestine’s Gift To The U. S. S. R. £

Three events last week underlined the interlocked dess
tiny of Palestine and the U. S. S. R., which, by resolutely
defending the Caucasus, is barring the Nazi way to the
Holy Land. The first official visit of envoys of the Soviet
Union to the Jewish agricultural settlements of Eretz le-"
was made by Messrs. Mikhailov and Petrenko of the E
sian Embassy at Ankara. These Soviet officials also we
guests of honor at the conference of the Palestine Victo
League for Russia at Jerusalem. News was also made
London jwhen Berl Locker, on behalf of the Palestine Jewi
Federation of Labor, presented a check for 10,000 pound;
to Ambassador Ivan Maisky for the Russian Red Cross.

The sources of contact between Palestine and Russia
are many. First, most of the leaders and settlers of t
agricultural settlements, as well as the founders of i

Zionist movement, came from Russia, absorbing th
spiritual strength from its huge prewar reservoir fr ,J
ishness. Also, the return to the land which is
the Zionist movement was a keynote of the
tion. Moreover, the collective settlements of ±

though voluntary rather than compulsory in origin,
much in common with the social objectives of the
colonies.

Berl Locker, at London, andj Solomon Kaplansk>
leader who addressed the Jerusalem Victory League c *

encq, both stressed the hope for closer relations betwec
Jews of Palestine and of Russia after thei war. At *

was reference made to the fact that the Comintern ha
encouraged the Arabs allied with ithe Mufti. The aio

<

given to Russia by Palestine Jewry is “unconditional.’
Kaplansky pointed out. If the spirit of the exr 1

tween the! U. S. S. R. and the Jewish homeland ca
tained, there is an augury on the horizon of a ?

more harmonious world for the Jewish people at
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